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by Robert Lolracliman
I n North ;imcrica, \.Vestem Eu~ o p cand
Australia live the six
per ceni oi the globe's pop&tion wlio can fairly be labeled
ullhcnt. Increasingly, for reasom
selfisli and uuselfish, these wealthy
01 tlic earth have found themselves concerned \\<& the vast
u1asses of humanity in south
hierica, d r i c a m d Asia who are
now no longer content to be poor.
For ~ 1 u ist new in the twentieth
century is not the age-old povcrty oi Iiuninn existence but the
sudden skrhigs of aspiration and
tlic groLving determination on h e
part ol' peoples and governments
to industrialize, arm, and acllieve
equality widi the rich ]Vest.
Tlius it is that at the grossest
levels of rcalpolitik, the underdeveloped nations have become
prizes eagerly sought by those
hea\.yweights of the international
power competition, Russia and
die United S t a t u . At a somewhat
more enlightened level of self-interest, the underdeveloped counhies present tLemsclves as a m incrciiil opportunities, sources of
industrial raw materials and outlets for manufactures and farm
surpluses. The new interest in the
poor nations is not entirely seliish, for die underdeveloped peoples appcal to some of the deepest ethical traditions of the West,
wllicli enjoin the rich to help the
poor and make the well-fed uncomfortable at die thought of the
empty plates of fellow-humans.
jllthougli sentiment and selfinterest converge to promote aid
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to the underdeveloped lands,
agreement abruptly halts at the
frontiers of such practical issues
as the size, manner and geography of assistance. There are still
those who would leave the problem essentially to the play of free
market forces. This view bases itself on nineteenth century history
and contemporary value judgment. The economic development
of die United States in the nineteenth century, this argument
ru11s, was rapid because the American economy extended maximum
liberty to enterprising businessmen and lured capital from
abroad with the prospect of large
profit,
The moral for contemporary
nations is obvious: let them make
tllrifty use of their own resources
in an atmosphere of freedom and
foreign capital \\.ilof
l its o+n accord soon flow into their industries. Implicit in the prescription
is the value judgment that private enterprise is ethically preferable to public planning.
Neither Gunnar Myrdal nor
IV. IV. Rostow can be accused of
attachment to the traditional receipt for economic growth. It is
the merit of these stimulating volumes' that they endeavor to retlunk the problem of international
poverty in creative new ways.
Take first My-rdal's Beyond the
\\'cl/are State. A distinguished
Swedish economist and intemational civil servant, Gunnar hilyrdal is best known to many Americans as the author of a classic
study of the racial tension between Negro and white in the
United States, An American Dilemma. Dr. Myrdal organized
that volume around a crucial discrepancy between the American
ideal of equality for everybody
and the reality of white discrimination against Negroes. This latest book plays a contemporary
variation upon the earlier theme,
only this time the crucial discrep'

ancy is between the rich nations
and the remainder of the world.
The fortunate citizens of the
Western world are not only rich,
they have also discovered the
mechanism of economic growth
which enabIes them to become
still richer. Moreover, in the welfare state they have constructed
a protection against individual
misfortune, a way to diminish inequaljties of income and wealth,
and, best of all, a means of
strengthening the bonds of solidarity which join citizens of a rich
country to each other.
But for the underdeveloped nations, this pleasing advance to security and wealth on the part of
their wealthy neighbors has an
unpleasing corollary-the enlargement of the economic nationalism
of the developed lands. Why
should the successful become
more nationalistic? The reason is
not hard to perceive. As each
country plans its own &airs more
closely in the interests of its own
citizens, it tends to seek shelter
against disturbance from the rest
of the world by resbictive trade
policies and reluctance to participate in international schemes
for development and trade. This
nationalism impinges disastrously
upon the underdeveloped countries which desperately need economic aid and easy access to the
markets of the rither nations.
Therefore, if countries like the
United States are genuinely to
help, they must fight against their
own nationalistic temptations. The
natural instrument of a really determined attack upon the problems of development is the international agencies. The best commercid policy the advanced nations can follow is a double standard: protection for the poor countries and free trade for the rich
ones. The goal of these policies
is the creation of stable, progressive societies-a worId which ud
benefit rich and poor alike.

Dr. hlyrdal's vision is a noble
one. If the rich countries can combine in this intelligent aim, then
ultimately we shall pass beyond
the welfare state to the welfare
world in which the bonds of sympathy between human beings will
not halt at national boundaries,
and the ideal of equality will become truly international. There is
nothing automatic about this prospect. In the absence of this effort
by the advanced nations, the prospects for the poorer societies are
decidedly dim.
W.W. Rostow, an hl.1.T. professor of economic history, has
subtitled his provocative book A
hTon-Cornniunist Afanifcsfo. In
fact it is a daring esample of economic speculation in the grand
manner. Rostow postulates an
identifiable pattern of economic
and social growth which describes
the reality of the past and, perhaps, predicts much of the future,
By now the five stages of the
pattern are famous: the traditional society not yet attuned to the
possibility of economic growth;
the preconditions for takeoff in
which the attitudes and the techniques of growth accumulate; the
breakthrough to sustained growth,
periods often called industrial revolutions in older terminology; the
drive to maturity which is reached
when a nation's resources are fully used according to the precepts
of up-to-date technology; and the
age of high mass-consumption.
First to reach this stage, in the
mid-twenties, Lve have been followed by Canada, England, and
most recently France and !Vest
Germany.
Far from an historical ignoramus, Rostow takes pains to point
out many times tliat circumstances
vary veiy widely according to
time and place and that histor).,
culture and geography powerfully
iduence developmental paths.
Nevertheless, it is difficult not to
infer from the weight and enipllnsis of the argument its author's belief that he h i p identified
a pattern in economic &airs more

important than the deviations.
from it. This coddence gives-his
argument a more cheerful cast
than hlyrdal's. No doubt, he
seems to say, development \Till
be more rilpid if the advanced
nations give generously of their
capital ant1 talents, but jt will
take place anylvay. Although it is
never clenrly stated, there is a
strong touch of ineiritability i n
Rostow's version of economic Iiist o v , invoking the Shade of Karl
hlars in order to esorcise it.
How well has Rostow done in
creating a convincing alternative
to the n h s i s t \ision of capitalist
glory and ultimate capitalst dis~ntegration'i The \verdict can be
110 better than brave t r ~ 'For
.
Hosto\v has either proved too little
or too much. lf the five-stage pattern is intended only to describe
the pattern of economic grontli,
then there is no reason to suppose tliat the pattern of the past
\vi11 appro.~hnate the pattern of
the futiire. Rostow Iius not really
identified the social, historical,
and cultural regularities wluch
convince n reader completely of
the validity of Ius sclienie.
Roston' has in a nuy explained
too niuch if he conceives Ius manifesto to be an analysis of the
causes of growth. The reason for
this judgment takes some esplanation. \Vhy do societies follow
this five-stage pattern of economic
development? IVhy don't they
falter, digress, or never begin?
Rosto\v's espliinntion is substantially technological. Sonie\vhat
haunted by the notion of' compound interest, he sees a society
advancing in absolute amounts
wdiich are larger and larger even
\vhen the same, percentage increase continues unaltered. T h e e
per cent of $500 billion (the current . h e r i c a n Gross National
Product) means niuch more than
three per cent of a smaller GNP.
Once a society gets the habit of
growth, Roston. belie\m, gro\vth
\vi11 become nutoinntic.
But in a strange sort of way
this theory h a r k back to hiarx

rather than answers him.Like the
hlarsist version, it rests upon the
cumulative force of teclinical
change and capital accumulation.
It is equally determinist, it is simply less powerful as a theory because it has so little oP theoretical
interest to say about class, culture and politics.
At points, Hostow and hlyrdal
coniwge in their analyses. lliey
agree that techology is .easy, a
proposition made fanlous by Sir
Cliarles Snow in llis Re& Lecture, The Two Cultures and tire
Scientific Revolution. Once a populiltion acquires basic literacy, it
can master the tricks of modern
tecliniques in short order. Rostow
arid h l > d a l concur in identdying
ii probleni for tlie rich societies,
' 1 ' 1 ~is
s the question, what lies beyond the econoniy of high massconsumption? ]\.'hat do people do
ivhen their material wants are
gratified and a margin of leisure
m d income remains? For hlyrdal
the leading feature of the good
society will be increasing persona~ inivolvement of ordinary people in the economic and personal
management of their lives, The
details are vague. For Rostow a
better society promises the traditional pleasures of the educated,
the cultivation of the mind, the
purs-uit of interesting avocations,
and the enjoyment of creative
leisure.
Obviously neither of these
books is the final word on the
problems of either rich or poor
societies. Both suffer from a certain over-optimism about the
prospect of living peacefully in a
world in which Russia and China
are massive powers not easily enlisted in IVestern schemes for economic development. Nevertheless,
these are excellent specimens of
the kind of speculative essay
~vlucli economists seldom write.
Anyono interested in either rich
or poor societies-and there are
no others-\vill be stimulated to
thought even when he disagrees
most.
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